The way from an experimental measurement to the numerical value for a CKM matrix element is described. How. do we choose the appropriate model? What are the uncertainties involved? Where should we direct our future efforts? How do loop processes help us ? Finally we describe the state of the art of our knowledge of the CKM matrix.
INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) with three fermion generations and with one Higgs doublet is parametrized by eighteen free parameters. Of these, ten are related to the quark sector: six quark masses and four mixing parameters. The four mixing parameters parametrize the Cabibbo -Kobayashi -Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix which describes the complex rotation between the weak interaction eigenstates and the mass eigenstates. With three quark generations, the CKM matrix is a unitary 3 'x 3 matrix. In general, such a matrix has nine free parameters. However, five phases can be "rotated away" by redefinition of quark phases. Thus, we are left with four parameters: three real mixing angles and one phase.
If we have several independent measurements for a given CKM matrix element, or if we find the values of the nine entries, we will have the four mixing parameters overdetermined. Therefore, an exact determination of the CKM matrix elements pFovides us with a stringent test of the SM, and with possible clues to physics beyond it.
In this work, the emphasis is put on the calculation of the three above-diagonal elements: IV,,l, lVcbl and IVUbl. Th e values of the three elements are best determined from semi-leptonic meson decays. It is one simple diagram which stands at the basis of all such processes: Within the spectator quark model, the light quark in the meson does not play a role in the decay process. The heavier quark in the meson transforms into a lighter one by emitting a W-boson, and the W-boson decays leptonically. In spite of the basic simplicity of these processes, each of the three calculations has its own characteristics and difficulties.
THE vu, ELEMENT
The value of IV,, I is best determined from semi-leptonic li: decays: I(+ t r'e+v e and 1~': -+ r-e+v e* At the quark level the process is s t uev,. We would like to carry out a calculation from first principles at the quark level. However, the following difficulties arise: a. The I< semi-leptonic decay is dominated by one final state of a single pion (the two-pion final state has a branching ratio smaller by four orders of magnitude).
Q uark -meson duality is expected to hold when there is a dense set of final states, which is certainly not the case here.
b. There are QCD corrections to the weak interaction diagram. These corrections depend on os at a scale around m,. This scale is very close to AQCD, the scale at which, by definition, os N 1. Thus, a perturbative QCD expansion is meaningless.
c. The phase-space for the decay depends on the quark masses. As quark masses are running, there is a question of the energy scales at which they should be taken. Even if we were able to determine the relevant energy scales there is still an additional uncertainty: the strange quark mass, m,, is known with a 30% uncertainty. As the decay rate depends on m:, such a large uncertainty -makes it impossible to calculate IV,,l with a reasonable accuracy.
We conclude that the spectator quark model is not expected to hold for semileptonic K decays, and even if it does -there are practical difficulties in the calculation. Instead, IV,, I is calculated within phenomenological models, namely at the meson level:
The quantities on the left hand side of the equation are given by experiments with an overall accuracy of l-1.5%. The quantities in square brackets (the Fermi constant GF, the K-meson mass MK and a Clebsh-Gordan coefficient C) are known.
The phase-space factor Fps depends on an experimentally-fitted parameter, which introduces a 0.5% uncertainty. The radiative corrections (r) can be calculated to an accuracy of about 0.3%, but an ambiguity in the way these corrections were incorporated into different data analysis adds up to a 1% uncertainty in (l+r).
The main theoretical difficulty is in the normalization of the form factor 1 f+ (0) I.
However, in the SU (3) 
THE Vcb ELEMENT
The value of lVcbl is best determined from semi-leptonic B decays: B -+ X,ev,. c. The mass of the b quark at a certain energy scale is known at the 2% accuracy level. Consequently, the crucial question is that of the relevant energy scales.
We will argue that there is no ambiguity of energy scales for m, or, more accurately, in the ratio m,/mb. However, the question of energy scale for rnb in the rng factor is still open and remains the main source of uncertainty in the calculation.
We conclude that the spectator quark model is expected to give a reasonable description of the inclusive semi-leptonic B decay rate. The major source of uncertainty in the calculation is the b mass. On the other hand, QCD corrections are under control and the mass ratio m,/mb to be used is unambiguous. Within the spectator quark model:
The experimantal quantities on the left hand side are known with an about 15% error, mainly from the b lifetime determination. The phase-space factor Fps and the QCD correction factor FQCD both depend on the mass ratio pc = rnz/rni. As mentioned, apriori there is an ambiguity, because quark masses are running, so that p depends on two scales:
The question is what are the relevant scales pc and pb. The answer is [3] that to every choice of two scales, there corresponds a specific QCD correction factor. The modification of FQCD is such that the product Fps( p) . 
Various arguments suggest that the value of mb should be taken as mb = 4.9 f 0.3 GeV.
As the decay width depends on mb, ' this gives a 30% uncertainty in the calculation, which makes a theoretical study of this ingredient most urgent. With the above values we get: l&&l = 0.046 f 0.008.
Various phenomenological models are, at present, in the stage of being tested against the experimental data. However, they all tend 
We have also direct measurements of IVTdl, lVcdl and IV,, I. These elements and the II&l value overdetermine the Cabibbo angle, and are all consistent with sinOc -.220. They do not really test the other three parameters in the CKM matrix. As quark loops are involved, the GIM mechanism is in operation and the results strongly depend on the top mass. Thus, we get constraints [6] in the three- 
Within the three generation SM, and using the unitarity conditions and all measurements (direct and indirect) we have:
. 
